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AHPS CHAPTERS WELCOME YOU

New England Chapter of the A .H.P .S. has started its ninth season. For information regarding
our meetings, the AHPS members from the Greater Boston area are invited to contact Mr . George
E . Lloyed Jr ., 31 Reading Hill Ave ., Melrose, Mass . 02176, tel . (617) 665-2788 . Our get-
togethers are at 6 week intervals, on Wednesday nights, at the house of one of our members . May
we welcome you Greater Boston people at our next meeting? Bring a friend if you wish . Hope to
see you soon.

The New Jersey Chapter of the A .H.P .S. has elected Gerald S . Diamond president for 1978-79.
Serving with him will be Ben Wood, vice president, and George H . Wettach, secretary and treasurer.

The fall program includes talks on Swiss flight covers by Mr . Diamond in September, souvenir
sheets by Robert Heyniger in October, and cancellations by Bill Martin in November . There will
also be a holiday dinner party on December 9th . It will be held at the Old Homestead Restaurant,
307 Terrace Avenue, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey at 7 :30 p .m. - $10 per person . If you would
like to attend notify George H . Wettach, 17-20 Well Drive, Fair Lawn, N .J. 07410 . Make checks
payable to George H . Wettach or telephone (201) 796- 0799 . Come and enjoy good food, good fellow-
ship and good Swiss music.

The club meets the third Tuesday of each month at the Fair Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Road,
Fair Lawn, N.J . at 8 p .m. Each meeting includes Swiss sales circuit books from APS . Guests
are welcome .
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Tell is the official journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic
Society, and is published 11 times a year . Subscription, included in the
dues of the Society, is $5 .00 in the United States and Canada ; $7 .00 per
year overseas by seamail ; and $11 .00 per year overseas, airmail . Articles
on Swiss philately are always welcome, and advertising rates are available
from the editor, Robert C . Ross, 28 Kenmore Place, Glen Rock, NJ 07452.

Tell is also still searching for a new editor commencing with the
January issue . this is an appointive position, and not elected by the
members . If you are interested, please write to the editor or to the
president of AHPS, Dr . Felix Ganz, Apartment 3303, 1130 S . Michigan Ave .,
Chicago, IL 60605.

Bob Zeigler has prepared a new recruiting form . Write to him at the above
address for a supply.

NOTE : A red line under your membership number on the address
label means that l have not yet received your dues for
1979 . See Sept . TELL for dues form . Please send in
dues now. Thanks, Bob Clarke . (address above) .
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Something Different in Ship Letters ; Lake Lucerne Mail of 1852, by
Dr . Paul Ducommun, Chezard, translated by E .C . Walton, AHPS	

On the subject cover to Schaffhausen, we have two nice Rayon
stamps, one a Rayon II yellow and the other Rayon I light blue, both
pen cancelled, but without any departure stamp.

By reading the enclosed letter it may be seen that the letter
was written on August 26, 1852, on board a Lake Lucerne postal steamer,
by its captain . Referring to "Schweizerischen Abstempelungswerk" (Swiss
Cancellations), there is neither illustration nor comment of any can- -
cellers used on board postal ships on Lake Lucerne in the year 1852, which
would explain the pen cancellations Below we set forth the interesting .
text of the original letter to the Board of Management of the Steamship
Transit Company ("Dampfschiffahrts-Gesellschaft) in Schaffhausen:

"The Praiseworthy Members of the Board of Directors

"Dear Sirs,

"In the event that you have not yet taken on all personnel
needed for your new ships, and that a Captain's position is still
open, I take the liberty of offering my services in that position.
Entrusted as I was since childhood in ships's operation, for my
father was a Rhine sailor, I have more than 15 years experience on
sailing and steam ships, on the Rhine from Basel . to Rotterdam and
Amsterdam . I also have several years in the service of the Cologne,
and one year with the Baseler Adler Steamship Company . I was offered
a position on Lake Neuchatel in 1841 where I held the position of
Captain and Conductor for 4 and one half years . For the last seven
years I have served in the Postal Steamship Service on this lake and
now wish to exchange my position for another, for which reason I have
taken this liberty of offering my services to you . I will gladly
furnish you with references on request, or present myself to you in
Schaffhausen.

"In anticipation of our kind reply, with greatest esteem and
respect .

I remain,

Louis Weier, Captain

"Lucerne on board the Postal Steamship Waldstattersee 26 Aug 1852 ."

(this is a translation of an article which appeared in the Berner
Briefmarken Zeitung for December 1977 and published by Zumstein.
The illustration is not reproducible and is not essential to the
story .)
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THE OTHER POINT OF VIEW, BY H .L. KATCHER, REPRINTED FROM AUGUST 1978 HNL.

Re Mr . Fred Lesser's article "Inflation - a Threat to Swiss Philately?"
which you published in the July "News Letter" (and which also appeared in
Tell, I thought your readers might be interested in a reaction to this from
a dealer, as opposed to Mr . Lesser's view from the collector's angle.

Mr . Lesser's article is excellent and I wholeheartedly agree with his
views as far as the major classics and rarities of all periods are con-
cerned. In fact, investment buying is probably more widespread than he
realises . We constantly get requests for investment portfolios, but not
from people with multi-million dollar budgets! And this is precisely the
point I would like to make : 99 out of 100 collectors do not concern them-
selves with these peaks of philately, where each item costs many hundreds
or thousands . They may regretfully sigh that to own a beautiful Zurich 4
or a Basle Dove on cover is no longer possible, but, having sighed, they
*11 buy a nice Rayon, some Strubels, Miniature Sheets and hundreds of other
things still within their reach and which incidentally have a better
growth potential than such rarities.

Although I am a dealer, I have also been a collector since the age
of seven; I am therefore in the fortunate position of knowing what coll -
ecting is all about . The collector will collect -- never mind how he has
to change with the times! It is an urge, a hunger, virtually a MUST.

If the classics are beyond him, and one can still pick up bargains if
one compromises on quality (a beautiful stamp with a little thin or slight-
ly creased, even with three margins, will always bring . its price based on
the original catalog percentage one paid), the collector will turn to all
he other good material still within reach of his pocket.

One must remember the vastly increased purchasing power of the average
collector over the past decade or two . Yesterday's small collector is to-
day's medium collector on the way to becoming tomorrow's big collector.
Because of this, stamps which cost a few pennies in the past are hitting
the dollars now and are heading for double figures over a comparable per -
iod, always out-pacing inflation.

A lot is talked about only the finest quality being worthy of
collecting. Were this true most dealers would by now be out of business. People
take enjoyment in the collecting of beautiful stamps which, alas, are made
of paper . Few century-old items can have survived in the state in which
the Post Office issued them . How many of your readers would go to their
collections and throw into the wastepaper-basket every stamp in their
albums which was not one hundred percent as issued?

We are all far too down-to-earth to reach for the impossible . We en-
joy stamps for what they are . We also enjoy the thought that, while monies
spent on books, theatres and restaurant meals (while affording us great
pleasure), are lost completely, while our stamp collection is a lasting
pleasure and an asset with an incredible profit potential . Whatever our
budget, the profit will be in proportion .
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THE ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE FOREST CANTONS OF URI, SCHWYZ AND UNTERWALDEN -
AUGUST 1, 1291 By E .J . Rawnsley - Hon . Secretary Helvetia Philatelic Society of
Great Britain.

On one of my holidays in Switzerland a few years ago - when the Swiss Franc and the pound
sterling were more compatible than at the present time - I visited Brunnen, on Lake Lucerne
and it occurred to me that this would be a good opportunity to go on to the town of Schwyz,
generally regarded as the Cradle of the Confederation.

During the 15 minute journey I reflected on the events which led to the the revolt against
the Austrian Emperor : the smouldering resentment precipitated by the historic episode when
Wilhelm Tell was forced by the Governor to shoot the apple placed on his son's head ; Tell's
arrest and subsequent escape at the site of the present chapel and the death of Gessler in
the Hohle Gasse, near Kussnacht . . . all of which led to the secret meeting at the Rutli meadow
by bands of trusted men from the three Cantons and the taking of the Oath to defend their
rights to liberty and freedom.

Deposited in the square outside the old Rathaus (Town Hall), with its large wall painting
of the Battle of Morgarten (1315) and with a vague recollection of having read that the 'EWIGE
BUND' - the 'Everlasting Charter' - the 'Magna Charta' of Switzerland - was kept there, in I went
. . . to find myself in the Police station!

A smart young policeman, believing it was the Town Hall I wished to visit, escorted me up-
stairs, where a concierge showed me over the Council Chambers, with the portraits of the Governors
of Schwyz from the 16th to the 19th centuries, and fine stained glass windows, plus being in-
formed that for some years the Charter, together with other historic documents, are housed in
the 'Bundesarchiv' building.

This ultra-modern structure of concrete (and practically fire-proof) forms a worthy setting
for these priceless treasures . On the front of the building is a huge fresco, painted by Heinrich
Danioth of Uri, a symbolic representation of the founding of the Confederation and given the title
of "Fundamentum' by the artist . On the bronze doors are the coats-of-arms of the 22 Cantons,
while in the entrance hall is a wall-painting by Maurice Barraud of Geneva, of Bruder Klaus
(Niklaus von der Flue), who lived from 1417-1487 and who played a decisive role in the history of
the Old Confederation as peacemaker at the Diet of Stans in 1481.

Upstairs is the hall which houses the Charters . In a simple glass case mounted on a bronze
pedestal, are displayed the first Charter of Confederation dated 1st August, 1291, which has,
alas, lost one of its original seals, and the charter of Confederation of the same three Cantons
- Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden - signed on December, 1315 - three weeks after the first battle for
freedom on November 15th at Morgarten.

On the right hand wall, in other showcases, are the Federation Charters of the other 10 Canton:
which formed the original' Thirteen Ancient Places' : Lucerne (1332), Zurich (1351), Glarus and
Zug (1352), Bern (1353), Fribourg and Solothurn (1481), Basel and Schaffhausen (1501) andAppenzell
(1513) each with its array of imposing seals, each as legible as the day on which it was written.
On the opposite side the old banners of Schwyz are displayed . In all there are 20 flags, of which
the oldest was present at the battle of Morgarten in 1315 and the second oldest at the battle of
Sempach in 1386 . This collection of flags is one of the oldest and richest in the whole of
Switzerland, or indeed in the world . What a wealth of history and achievement is here displayed
and preserved for posterity.

The rear wall of the hall has appropriately a work by the painter Walter Clenin of Canton Bern,
representing the taking of the Oath on the Rutli.

A translation from the Latin of the original deed was made by a Mr . Henderson of Bern. It
reads as follows :
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" IN THE NAME OF OUR LORD, AMEN . The confirmation of conventions whose object is security
and peace, according to the consecrated forms, is an honourable act set in the interests of
all concerned.

Let every man know that in view of the gravity of the times, and in order to be better able
to defend and preserve themselves and their goods, the men of the Valley of Uri, the Community
of Schwyz and the Lower Valley of Unterwalden, undertake, under oath and in all good faith, to
stand by one another against any man of evil intentions towards themselves and their goods who
may commit an act of violence, an injury or an injustice against any or all of them . Should
this come about, the men of the Forest Cantons will help, counsel and aid one another in every
way, within their valleys and without, with their persons and their possessions, with all
their power, with all their might.

Each of the communities promises the others to come to their aid whenever the need may arise;
and, as far as the conditions may require, to oppose, at its own cost, the attacks of evil men
and have vengeance upon them, as it is, that by this consecrated act, they have sworn loyalty
to observe the former pact of alliance sworn under oath, thus renewing the pact.

Nonetheless, each man remains bound to his lord by his obedience and by the duties of his
status.

After common deliberations and with the approval of all, we have also sworn, written and
ordained that a judge in our valley who has bought his position, either with money or by any
other means, or who is not an inhabitant of our valleys or a member of our communities, will
not be recognized by us.

If dissention arises between any of the confederates, those whose counsel has the greatest
weight will act as mediators between the dissenters according to the means which seem to them
the most expedient . Should the judgement to rejected, the other confederates must league
against the party which rejects the judgement.

Apart from that, this is what has been agreed upon between the confederates : If a
murder is committed, with premeditation, on an innocent man, the murderer as his infamy
demands, must be put to death, if hands can be laid upon him, unless he can prove himself
innocent . If he escapes, he may never return to his own land . Those who shelter or aid
evil-doers must be banished from the valleys and come back only at the express wish of the
confederates.

If a man deliberately sets fire to the goods of a confederate, in the light of day or in
the silence of the night, he will never be considered as a member of one of our communities.
And he who, in our valleys, takes the side of the said evil-doer and protects him, must give
satisfaction to the victim.

Further, if one of the confederates despoils another, or causes him any harm whatsoever,
the goods of the guilty man that can be seized in the valleys will be taken to serve later
to indemnify the victim.

Besides, no man has the right to seize the goods of another save in the case of a man who is
proven to be his debtor or surety, and even so, he must do it only with the consent of a
magistrate.

On the other hand, every man must obey his magistrate, and, if need arise, should show
under whose jurisdiction he is .
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And in the case where a man refuses to submit to the judgement pronounced, and where evil
is done to one or another of the confederates by this act, all confederates are obliged to
take action to compel the evil-doer to give satisfaction.

Should war or conflict arise among some of the confederates, and if one of the parties
refuses to put his case into the hands of justice or to give satisfaction, all confederates
are held obliged to take up the cause of the other party.

The decisions herein contained, taken in the interest and for the well-being of all, must,
God willing, last until all time . In witness whereof the present act has been sent out at
the request of those named above, and sealed with the seals of the three communities and
valleys named at the head . In this year of Grace twelve hundred and ninety-one at the be-
ginning of the month of August."

For the philatelist wishing to illustrate this epic with stamps will find a number of
examples, apart from the long series of Tell Boy and Tell issues, viz:

A slogan postmark is issued each year to commemorate the battle of
Morgarten, and other symbolic references may be found among the soldier stamps
of both World Wars .
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ON THE EDITORS DESK

Mrs . Rawnsley reports in the August HNL that she is forming a collect-
ion relating to the city of Zurich. This form of collecting from one area,
city or village is called a "Heimat" collection, and has become very popu-
lar . The first installment reports on the early history and stampless
covers of "her" city . (The high prices of Swiss stamps explains the popu-
larity of this type of collecting, which is catching on in the U .S ., too .)

Michael Rutherfoord reports on an article from the local newspaper in
Menziken on the postal history of that village . The cancels shown are an
excellent example of the appeal of this sort of collecting.

Our new advertiser, Hr . E . auf der Maur in the latest BBZ, reports
the discovery of five new flights from Dubendorf-Bern-Lausanne, and back,
by the Swiss Air Force . This moves the first day of Zumstein F2 back to
30 .4 .19 . The flights were made to avoid delays occurring in train service
from lack of coal and strikes . There is still room for research in well
studied areas.

All Lemanex exhibitors received copies of an 80 page booklet in French
by Louis Vuille, "Les Postes du Valais" . And Michel has brought out a
Specialized Swiss/L ' stein catalog at DM16 .- . (M. Rutherfoord)

Rutherfoord also lists a number of Swiss stamps showing castles and
fortifications : in the Pro Pats, 1938 Laupen, '42 Geneva, '44 Mesocco,
Schaffhausen '30 and '41, Fribourg '30, Sion '34, and MPO issue '53.
In the specials, the '48 Neuchatel and '58 Nyon . In the definitives,
the 5 and 10C . values of the 1935 Landscapes, although others might arguab-
ly be included . In the historical building series are Basel, Lenzburg,
Bern, Luzern, Neuchatel, Schaffhausen, Porrentruy, Frauenfeld and Liestal.

IT-JUST-DOES-NOt-MAKE-ANY-SENSE-DIVISION, L ' STEIN AREA: L'stein Z.43
on 10H bold overprint (if you own that on an honestly transported cover
congratulations are in order) had a total reported printing of 30,100
pieces . Price : SFr . 2 .75 mint, 22 . used. You read right : thirty thousand
stamps, total . L'stein Z.44, 2 Rp . on 10H thin overprint (that one too
is very elusive on cover, especially as a single) had a total issue of
about 120,000 copies . Price SFr . 0 .75 mint, 25 . used . Could it be that
the thin overprint was bought up by speculators and really exists less
used than the bold one? But if a stamp had an issue of only 30,100, total,
(and in singles, not sheets, then SFr . 2 .75 for a mint copy is a steal.
L'stein Z68, 76,200 issued is Fr . 12 & 40 ; Z70, 40,500, is Fr . 175 & 140;
Z75, 29,000, is Fr . 150 & 90, etc . Might be worth putting a few aside,
just to watch.

Zumstein 112 (40C) does not exist with grilled gum since grilled
gum did not come into existence until the 1930s . All such are Zumstein
76 with green bleached out to look like 112 . (F .Ganz)

WhySwitzerland, by Jonathan Stein berg, Cambridge University Press,
£4.95 is a very readable general introduction to Switzerland, by a history
lecturer at Cambridge University . It covers the political, social and
economic history of Switzerland .
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COIL STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND By Rene Amrein (A shortened translation by

INTRODUCTION

	

Gary Hofmann, American Helvetia Philatelic Society)

Industrial automation after the turn of the century caused - among many other things -
the development of private franking machines, for which stamps in rolls (rather than in
sheets) had to be used . Due to an increase in the demand for these rolls, and in order
to make the general public independent from business hours at Post Offices, the Swiss
PTT introduced three trial coin-automats . These coin machines represent a separate
chapter, but this article shall only deal with the various Swiss coil stamps.

Two major groups of "coils" can be distinguished:

1. Rolls pasted together from sheet stamps.

2. Rolls manufactured from "endless strips" with control numbers printed on
the back of stamps.

Swiss coils can be obtained as follows:

1. From PTT-Coin Machines : Single stamps, horizontal pairs (from double rolls) and
vertical strips, strips of "four" and block of "four" (only existing from
5 Rp . value).

2. Entire rolls.

3. Sheets of coil-stamps with control-numbers imprinted on the back of each fifth stamp.

4. Certain series in strips of "five" (one stamp with control number imprinted on back).

5. Special large orders especially manufactured by the PTT, such as for "Reader's
Digest" and "Omega".

6. Blank rolls for franking machines.

COIL ROLLS FROM SHEETS

Beginning in 1909 this has been the most common way of manufacturing coils, and
still is today.

Important to the collector are the Begin of a coil roll, the roll-end and the "paste-
up" position (Figs . la and lb) . A "Paste-Up" can be 4, 3 or 2 perforations wide . It
exists normally on every 10th stamp, but on some typographed issues of 1934 they are also
known on every 20th stamp.

Similar to the "paste-up" is the "patch-up" position (Flickstelle) (Fig . 2) . But
the paper used for "patch-ups" is not identical with the paper of the stamps and is
used to glue together endless rolls and sheet portions . The paper is known as "granite"
paper with red and blue fibres ; later on in use was also impressed paper (Praegepapier) .
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Torn off portions of roll-ends and starts of rolls belong to the "patch-ups".
An exception to the above rule the same granite paper was used for patch-ups
on the issues of 1963 (Zum . Nos . 391-394).

Following is a chronological roster of "paste-up-rolls" from sheets
(numbers according to Zumstein Catalog):

In addition, all Pro Juventute stamps from Nos . 10 - 43 inclusive,
PJ 45-47 and 53-55, ONU Nos . 22-24 and 28, and finally Franchise stamps,
Nos . 2 - 13.

Almost all Swiss coils can exist with freak separations (Figs . 3 and 4) .
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THE CONTROL NUMBER IMPRINTS

With the introduction of the combination rotary press/recess printing it became
possible in 1936 to imprint the endless rolls with control number imprints . The time-
consuming process to paste individual sheets together was eliminated and it became
possible to split up for example, 10 x 1,000 or 10 x 2,000 stamps and slice these into
individual strips of 1,000 or 2,000 stamps for the purpose of forming rolls . Before
the slicing process, control numbers in the color of the stamp are applied on the gum
side of each 5th stamp . These control number imprints consisted of a horizontal row
with letters A to K having a 4-digit number behind each letter . While the letters
represent the row of the roll, the 4-digit number on each 5th stamp is a simple
system to count the number of stamps left on each roll.

Let's talk for example about an A-roll which starts with a number in the thousands:
like A 8000 or A 2000 terminating with A 7005 or A 1005 on the fifth last stamp of
the roll. These control numbers allow the Postal Clerk to read the number of stamps
left on each roll . The numbering system goes from 0005 to 10,000, but since this
represents a five-digit number, it will only be shown as 0000 . This system of control
number imprints was used for the following Zumstein numbers : Landscape issues : 202y,
203y, 207y, 215y, 242y, 257, 282, 285, 287, and 289.

For a short period in December 1958 the Zumstein Nos . 299 and 301A of the Technic
and Landscape series used the old lettering system A, B, C, D and E (instead of L, M,
N, O and P) plus a four-digit number . On come of the larger issues it happened that
the letters A - D were damaged and had to be replaced by other letters . The following
are known to exist : 202y with letter L ; 203y with letters L, M, N, Q, R; 207 with L,
R, T; 242y with L, and 257 with L . These letters were purposely inserted and there-
fore cannot be called varieties.

Varieties, for example, are upside down control number imprints as well as color
varieties . All control number imprints run in vertical direction to the stamp picture,
that is, normal with letter on bottom followed by four-digit number . Upside down
variety with letter on top followed by four-digit number. Upside down control number
imprints are known to exist on the following Zumstein numbers : 202y, 207y, 215y, and 257:
in addition, 215y and 257 exist also with letter L in the upside down variety .
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Color misprints on control number imprints : they are not in the color of the
stamp picture . For example, 215y exists in reddish brown to sepia in the same
color as 242y ; furthermore, 242 red instead of brown, 257 red instead of orange-brown
and also known in dark brown in the color of No . 242.

TO SUM THINGS UP it can be said that the normal issues with letters A - K and
the replacement letters L, M, N, Q, R, and T can be considered regular issues,
while all color misprints and upside down control number imprints must be called
varieties.

In 1939 the Swiss PTT issued special stamps for the National Exhibition in Zurich
(crossbow) . These stamps are larger than the former landscape stamps and were
printed in horizontal rows of 5 stamps showing the letters L, M, N, O, P followed
by a four-digit number . The individual stamps were printed in the three languages of
of the country, namely German, French and Italian, in se-tenant form and repeating the
same system continuously . Since only every 5th stamp has the control number imprint,
each different letter will exist eventually on all stamps in the three languages.
Therefore, the specialized catalog will list all stamps between Nos . 228 and 238,
except 231 and 235, as singles with letters L, M, N, 0, and P, as well as pairs and
strips of three, of which only one stamp has the control number imprint . While
pairs of stamps in two languages and strips of three in three languages must always
be coils even without the control number imprint, a single coil stamp can only be
identified by the smooth gum (instead of grilled gum on sheet stamps) . (Please
note that the three 30 Rp . values were not issued in coils and have only smooth gum).
To date, only double control number imprints and shifted imprints (shifted over two
stamps) are known to exist, but no supplementary letters or upside down control
number imprints or color varieties . (To Be Continued In Next Issue)

THE UNIQUE ENTRY FROM SWITZERLAND IN APS FAVORITE COVER CONTEST
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MY FAVORITE COVER

By Harlan F . Stone

One of the constant attractions of Swiss philately for me has been
the romance of its Alpine mails the obstacles to its delivery, the
ingenuity of its transport, and its development through the centur-
ies . Symbolizing this attraction of the Swiss mountain posts has
always been a postcard picture of a medieval foot messenger for one
of the Swiss cantons, striding along a narrow mountain path, his
colorful uniform proclaiming the importance of his passage . But for
each letter he carried, there was someone who wrote it, someone who
marked it, and someone who received it . For me, the real interest
in a cover lies in these human touches it experienced during its
journey.

My favorite cover (really only a cover front) bears the touch of a
more recent Swiss foot messenger, a runner for one of the well-
known mountaintop hotel spas that helped shape the country's tourist
industry by attracting foreigners, particularly Englishmen, to the
Alps in the mid-19th century . During the 1860's and 1870's, many of
these hotels remained beyond the reach of the Swiss railway and
postal systems . Enterprising proprietors at several of them began to
offer mailing services and to sell letter labels to their guests.
With one of these "stamps," a guest could pay for a hotel employee
to take his letter down the mountain to the nearest town with a fed-
eral post office.

This cover went from the Hotel Rigi-Scheideck in the Rigi Mountains
near Luzern to Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874 . In its upper right-hand
corner is a scarce hotel post stamp, its design including the name
of the proprietor, J . Muller . The hotel charged five centimes for
this stamp, and in return delivered the letter to the nearest gov-
ernment post office at Gersau, five miles away on the shore of Vier-
waldstattersee (Lake of the Four Forest Cantons) . The 20-centime and
30-centime stamps are from the then current federal series called
the perforated Sitting Helvetia issue . They paid the postage rate
from Gersau to Cleveland.

The hotel postmark at the lower left, a double-lined oblong octagon
framing the hotel's name, also cancelled both the private and federal
stamps . The lower right postmark from Gersau shows that a hotel em-
ployee handed in the letter at the federal post office on July 27.
The Swiss "PD" mark at the upper left means that the stamps repre-
sented postage "paid to destination ." And the larger circular date
stamp tying two of the stamps to the cover was applied in New York as
a transit mark.

But the really intriguing feature of this cover is the missing per-
forations on the two Sitting Helvetia stamps . The writer has care-
fully trimmed them off, . hardly disturbing the frame lines around the
designs, maybe because he thought the stamps looked nicer without the
perfs next to the imperforate hotel stamp, or perhaps because he
fondly remembered the imperforate Swiss stamps that preceded the Sit-
ting Helvetia series.

Whatever the reason, it is this human touch that imparts special value
to this scarce hotel post cover for me .
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SHERLOCK HOLMESAND THE SWISSCONNECTION . BY JERRY M . VILKER

If you have seen the "Case of the Canonical Collector" by Jackie
Geyer in the MinkusStamp Journal, Vol . 2, No . 3, 1977, pp . 14-16, you
may or may not have recognized the Swiss connection . Before I came to
Switzerland I had no idea of the extensive association between this coun-
try and Sherlock Holmes . I first heard rumours of a Holmesian museum
near Lausanne and eventually found it . It is located in the Chateau de
Lucens near Moudon and was established in 1966 by the Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle Foundation . The Brazilian Counsul at Lausanne is the current
President of the Foundation . The main feature of the museum is the exact
replica of Holmes' living-room at 221B Baker Street at "five o'clock on
a foggy evening in 1897" which was created for the Festival of Britain,
1951, and later, I believe, toured Great Britain and the United States.
The museum was brought to Lucens by the author's son, Adrian M . Conan
Doyle, when he made the chateau his home for many years.

The more dramatic association of Holmes with Switzerland is the
detective's presumed death on May 4, 1891 at Reichenbach Falls near
Meiringen in the Three Passes region.

Some have attempted a topical collection on Holmes and have found
precious few philatelic items associated with the great detective . There
appears to be but one stamp, Nicaragua Scott No . C812, Minkus No . 2293,
so the collection must be primarily of once removed items . I have searched
my Swiss catalogs and have found nothing related to any of the above.
If any Tell reader has information, please pass it on to me at Place de
l'Etrier, 4, CH 1224, Chene Bougeries, Switzerland.

FOR KILO FANCIERS

A day of sickness recently permitted the careful perusal of what had been
sold as a "super kilo" mixture of large cut Swiss stamps, for the special
attention and delight of cancellation collectors . The cost : about double
that of a regular kilo of usually small cuts that get you more stamps, but
also nothing but cut-in or partially missing cancellations.

After dividing up the kilo and eliminating machine cancellations as well
as regular town strikes (about half of the total) there remained almost
2000

	

cancellations (town propaganda cancels) -- all of them in complete
strikes . These were mostly cancellations of the years 1974 to 1976 ; but
a few earlier ones, back to 1960 were also included . K-strikes from 411
different post offices (some of which may have had more than one strike
type) were counted, in quantities of from one piece to (max .) 36.

Of the 2000 pieces about 45 were without stamps . Of the 1955 remaining,
331 were top quality, i .e . : excellent strikes in every respect . Another
750 were OK, but were either struck on the bias, or had one to two letters
in the town name, or part of a word in the legend not fully legible, or
were struck on rather lark stamps, or had the design struck so much on
the stamp that, although complete, it was hard to easily recognize . The
remaining 874 were "throw-aways," with illegible town and/or legend, or
with incomplete town or legend, or design . Out of these 274, however, al-
most 225 could still be used philatelically because they were struck on
propaganda stamps . . .mostly the low values that one does not get on over-
seas mail . So all in all the experiment was a success ; and if you speak
French and want to knew

	

source, contact me . If you cannot speak French,
forget it (and deliver m e from about 1000 ':-cancel cutouts that now fill a
box in my apartment :)

	

Felix Ganz.
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(Answers solicited)

	

By Felix Ganz

On pages 357 - 361 of the most recent Zumstein "specialized" of 1975 there is a listing
of close to 100 booklets, including the machine-dispensed "ticket" booklets . And the
new edition, expected to be issued at the time of LEMANEX '78 undoubtedly will update
those listings and include the few booklets issued since 1974.

But will the "specialized" list the item shown in closed form at right, and opened up
on the left? So far your reporter who is happy to have been able to acquire the item
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What Is This? cont ' d . ..

from a friendly dealer (and AHPS member) in Switzerland can only state that neither he nor
the dealer had ever seen such an item before ; but as it is always possible in philately
to make a discovery, this item is herewith presented with the fervent hope that someone
somewhere may be able to provide the answer to the simple question : WHAT IS THIS? And
then there are follow-up questions : are there other, similar booklets in existence for
all the years between 1942 and 1953 when the first, officially recognized booklet appeared
(Z # 42)? Are there such booklets prior to 1942? Who issued them, where, and why?
The entire booklet contains panes of 10 stamps each of the 5, 10, and 20 cts . denominations.
(In the 10cts. pane of the booklet shown, the one stamp is Pf .2 : dirty mouth (blotch) of
the girl .) The three panes are glued into the booklet atop each other by the sheet selvage.
On the front of the brown, heavy paper cover "Pro Juventute" is described and the contents

as well as the sales
prices are given. In
addition, there are
five vignettes, with
explanations, of what
Pro Juventute supports.
Seven similar vignettes
appear on the back page.

The inner pages give in-
formation on the most
common postage rates of
1942 and provide the
buyer with a centimeter
and millimeter gauge.

Below the stamp panes,
obviously torn from
sheets and fastened into
the booklets by hand, are
additional slogans for
and by Pro Juventute.
Under the sentence:
Please address the
regional secretariat,
there is typed in -
"Untertoggenburg",
plus a postal cheque
number.

This typed message
suggests that each
regional distrib-
ution office could
have been furnished
with a number of
these booklets .
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COLLECT TO YOUR OWN STANDARDS, by Hans Wetter

I-don't know the felling of others, but it appears to me that the inflated
catalog prices in recent years for Swiss material has been frightening
away or discouraging a good many prospective and intermediate collect-
ors . Prices have reached a point of diminishing returns for the ser-
ious Swiss collector, and it is just possible that the reduced 1978
Zumstein prices could be a turn for the better.

Judging from the volume of goo Swiss stamps that are available, it is
obvious that there are too many with overpriced Zumstein and Scott
values . If the prices were right, more collectors would jump on the
Swiss bandwagon.

Another discouraging trend is the premium values charged for mint as
against used stamps . Have the sales agencies for the various postal
departments so brainwashed the public in this respect that we snub the
used specimen? I think they have . This is a government racket sup-
ported by too many dealers.

The "never hinged" binge we are on is another sickening trend, and
another obstacle discouraging specialization and inexplicable to the
beginner . I hope that Dr ., Ganz is right when he wrote in the January
Tell that "the nutty gum ever and craze" will go away.

The practice of cancelling stamps to order is another of my hangups.
Such a stamp is neither mint or used . It is nothing . I was really
let down when my favorite country turned to such a cheap practice --
sort of like learning that your favorite sixth grade teacher is a
week-end prostitute:

I don't know what can be done about these practices other than com-
plain . They have taken such a hold on so many of us gullible coll-
ectors that they won't go away overnight . For myself, I will continue
to collect what I like even though, financially speaking, I may be
cutting off my nose to spite my face .

To the left is the present
Swiss International Reply
Coupon . This coupon came
into use in mid-1976, when
the price jumped from SFr.
0 .90 to SFr . 1 .40 .
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